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Imitation typically occurs in social contexts where people interact
and have common goals. Here, we show that people are also
highly susceptible to imitate each other in a competitive context.
Pairs of players performed a competitive and fast-reaching task (a
variant of the arcade whac-a-mole game) in which money could be
earned if players hit brief-appearing visual targets on a large
touchscreen before their opponents. In three separate experi-
ments, we demonstrate that reaction times and movements were
highly correlated within pairs of players. Players affected their
success by imitating each other, and imitation depended on the
visibility of the opponent’s behavior. Imitation persisted, despite
the competitive and demanding nature of the game, even if this
resulted in lower scores and payoffs and even when there was no
need to counteract the opponent’s actions.
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Imitation shapes the way we behave during social interactions
(1, 2). It can occur unwittingly and without any awareness (1,

3). There are numerous studies that demonstrate how people are
persistently prone to mimic complex behaviors such as emotions,
facial expressions, and gestures during interpersonal communi-
cation (e.g., refs. 1 and 4–6). Although it appears frequently in
everyday life, its true purpose and mechanisms remain a mystery.
Recent studies have tried to discover the underlying factors

that determine the degree of imitation during personal inter-
actions. Scientists have found a causal link between acts of
mimicry and mutual attraction and social appreciation between
the subjects (7, 8). Similarly, subjects with affiliate goals tend to
imitate each other more (9). It is therefore suggested that it
serves to bind us together in groups (10, 11). Contemporary
literature thus implies that the degree of imitation during per-
sonal interaction is variable and depends on mutual, social goals
set by the actors in a dyad. However, is imitation merely driven
by feelings of affiliation?
Independent of the social aspects of mimicry, observing

someone engage in an action is enough to trigger that same
action in the perceiver (1, 12). Such a perception and action
account of imitation suggests that this behavior may still emerge
in a nonsocial context. Several recent studies support this idea,
reporting a persistency of imitation when people are competing
with opposing goals (refs. 13 and 14; but see ref. 15 for contrary
evidence). In these studies, the opponent’s actions had direct
consequences for the player’s payoff in the game. However, in
many competitive games, the action of each player is less directly
linked to the actions of the other players. For example, in bas-
ketball, at the moment a player is making a distant shot, all that
is relevant is the location of the basket and not the specific
actions of other players. Would mimicry happen in such more
general circumstances? Moreover, the studies cited above (13,
14) represent mimicry of specific actions. However, the success in
a competitive game also relies on other factors, such as moti-
vation or propensity to act quickly and energetically. Would
these factors also be imitated? To answer these questions, we
designed a paradigm to study imitation in a fast “whac-a-mole”
game in which players were required to quickly hit targets before

their competitors. Players used a “rod” to reach for targets
(green and yellow) that were briefly shown among distracters
(red, magenta, blue, and purple) on a large touch screen (Fig. 1
A and B). From the players’ perspective, the game was very fast
and demanding because they had to quickly hit the briefly
appearing targets. They received a financial reward if they hit
more targets than their opponent at the end of a game.
To anticipate our results, we found that the behavior of each

player pair was highly synchronized. Some pairs of players had
very short reaction times, whereas other pairs were much slower.
Similarly, their reach distances were correlated. Each result sug-
gested the presence of imitation. The second and third experiments
confirmed this more directly by using a confederate.

Results
Experiment 1: Similarity of Opponents’ Behavior. We designed a
competitive game in which 25 pairs of opponents played 30
games of a variant of the whac-a-mole arcade game. There were
always multiple targets and distracters on the screen, so players
had multiple scoring opportunities. Players were instructed not
to block their opponent with their rods. The competitive nature
of the task and the continuous appearance of the new targets on
the game demanded full attention from the players (Movies S1
and S2). When players reached for the same target, the average
difference in reaction time in these cases were 84 ms. These
results indicate that the whac-a-mole game was a highly chal-
lenging and competitive task.
The players were naïve to the purpose of the study, and their

only goal was to hit as many targets as possible. It was therefore
remarkable to see that, despite the competitive nature of the
game, pairs of players had similar average reaction times and
move distances. With respect to reaction time, measured as the
difference between the target onset and successful hits, the
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correlation between the players was unusually high [r(23) = 0.85;
P < 0.001]. This can be seen in the scatter plot in Fig. 2A, Left,
where each symbol represents a pair of subjects. The reaction
components: initiation time from target onset to reach onset and
movement time from reach onset to target hit were similarly
correlated [r(23) = 0.854 and r(23) = 0.707, respectively; P <
0.001]. Comparable correlations [r(23) = 0.86; P < 0.001] were
observed for move distance, calculated as the Euclidean distance
between the position of the tip of the rod at movement initiation
and the final hit position (Fig. 1C). In addition, weaker corre-
lations between pairs were seen in the number of errors (Fig.
S1A). These correlations are surprisingly high, especially in the
case of reaction times and move distances.
The correlations were computed for the data for all games

played. The same high correlations were seen for essentially all
of the successive 30 individual games as well (Fig. S2A). Al-
though it is possible that some extraneous factor, such as time of
day and temperature, could conceivably lead to very small cor-
relations (to be considered below), the large and consistent
correlations across games and within games point strongly to

imitation or at least to some automatic interaction between the
players. Of importance was the fact that during debriefing, the
players indicated that they were not aware of this imitation.
The convergence of behavior could have affected the players’

game performance (i.e., their score). To test this, we calculated
the correlation between average reaction times or move dis-
tances and the total number of hits per player pair (Fig. 2B; for
errors, see Fig. S1B). The correlations showed that pairs that
were faster and reached for more distant targets were also likely
to hit more targets. These results suggest that, faced with a slow
opponent, a player could reap substantial benefits if he or she
maintained a fast pace. However, the observed correlations re-
flect a reduced payoff for these subjects.
There are, however, some remotely possible explanations

other than imitation for the convergence of behaviors. For ex-
ample, uncontrollable circumstances (e.g., time of day or day of
the year) may have led to fluctuations in behavior that affected
both players equally. However, the analysis of the correlations in
each game showed that the correlations build up over several
games (Fig. S2A). This indicates that the correlations were
established over time and argues against such extraneous factors.
Although the results are very clear and the likelihood of imita-
tion is very strong, the conclusions are based on correlations
alone. To more convincingly show the importance of imitation,
we designed a second experiment to determine whether a play-
er’s behavior was modulated directly by their opponent. Here,
a confederate acted as either a slow or fast player in successive
blocks. If imitation were operative, we would expect players to
slow down or speed up accordingly.

Experiment 2: Imitation of a Confederate. In the second experi-
ment, a male confederate played 4 blocks of 4 whac-a-mole
games (4 × 4 = 16 games) against 20 separate players. The
confederate was instructed to be slow in blocks 1 and 3 and fast
in blocks 2 and 4 and to only hit correct (i.e., yellow or green)
targets. We were interested in whether players would imitate and
follow similar patterns of behavior as the confederate. Fig. 3
shows that the players (red) imitated the confederate (blue).
Both reaction times and the movement distances of the play-
ers were significantly modulated across blocks [reaction time:
t(19) = 9.41, P < 0.001; distance: t(19) = 5.17, P < 0.001; for
details, see Methods]. Depending on whether the confederate
was slow or fast, the player was also slow or fast, respectively.
The variations in the confederate’s behaviors also had signif-
icant effects on the average number of targets hit per game for
the opponent (Fig. S2B). Although players were motivated to
hit as many targets as possible [they missed even fewer targets
than the previous experiment; experiment 1: 12 ± 5%; ex-
periment 2: 9 ± 4%; t(35) = 1.85; P = 0.04], they could not
refrain from imitating their opponents.
The reaction time and move distances are significant pre-

dictors of the player’s success in the game, as measured by the
number of hits. A linear regression analysis (Methods) on the
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data collected from blocks 2 and 3 determined that the observed
drop in reaction time and increase in move distance of the
subjects between blocks 2 and 3 caused subjects to loose points
(the loss in performance was 5.6 ± 3.4% for reaction time and
1.6 ± 1.6% for move distance, corresponding to ∼40 ± 12 cents
in total).
The clear correspondence between the subject and confeder-

ate reaction times and move distance over short time intervals
argues against possible extraneous factors responsible for the
correlations seen in experiment 1. It supports the view that the
results observed indeed stem from imitation. However, what is
being imitated? Is it the propensity to act quickly and to reach
further or are the subjects imitating something more general,
such as motivation? Also, does it require the presence of a hu-
man partner or will a minimal substitute suffice? To address
these questions, we reran the confederate experiment without
the human partner. To do this, we recruited a new set of subjects
and had them play against the computer. Thus, the game
remained strongly competitive but without a human opponent.

Experiment 3: Imitation of an Invisible Confederate. A third exper-
iment was performed by a new group of 20 participants who
played four blocks against the computer. The actions of the
computer opponent were based on the confederate’s behavior of
a selected experimental session in experiment 2. The player’s
wins and losses were scored according to whether he or she hit
the targets before the invisible confederate. The location and
timing of successful hits of the players (for number of hits, see
Fig. S2B) were apparent as before through visual feedback (Fig.
1B). However, the exact movements of the opponent were in-
visible to the player. As in the previous experiments, we searched
for traces of imitation in the reaction times and move distances
between blocks. As before, the opponent (i.e., the confederate
replayed by the computer) alternated slow and fast responses
across blocks. This can be seen in Fig. 4 (blue). The results of the
players are shown in red. There is a clear alteration of reaction
times across blocks in synchrony with the invisible confederate’s
behavior. However, there was little or no synchrony of move
distance. Whereas the modulations of reaction times were sim-
ilar across experiments 2 and 3, move distances were significantly
less modulated in experiment 3 compared with experiment 2
[Fig. 5; reaction time: t(38) = 0.56, P = 0.288; move distance:
t(38) = 1.78, P = 0.042]. In other words, players were less likely
to imitate a behavior that was not visible.

Discussion
In three experiments, we investigated the role of imitation in
a competitive game where players hit targets presented on a
screen. We observed high correlations in reaction times, move
distances, and error rates across opponent pairs in experiment 1.

Acknowledging that the first experiment is correlational, ex-
periments 2 and 3 manipulated the opponent’s behavior to more
convincingly reveal the role of imitation. In experiment 2, a
confederate was instructed to play either fast or slow against
each player across blocks. We found that players altered their
reaction times and move distances in synchrony with the con-
federate. In experiment 3, we used an unseen confederate and
found that imitation was dependent on the visibility of the oppo-
nent’s behaviors. Taken together, these experiments showed that
players do not refrain from imitating even if it affects their success
in competition.
Although there are indications that mimicry and joint action

plans can occur in competitive contexts, the observed robustness
and persistency of imitation in a nonadaptive context, and their
quantitative effects on success in competition, have not been
reported before. On the contrary, studies describe a decrease in
mimicry when persons are faced with a competitive task or un-
affiliated actor. Previous studies have focused mainly on the role
of affiliation in modulating imitation. It has been shown that the
amount of mimicry of facial expressions reduces when subjects
expect to have a competitive interaction (16). People’s social
orientation can also suppress mimicry (17). The lack of affiliate
goals further reduces mimicry (9), and if a person feels less af-
filiated with someone–because of stigmatization or not belonging
to a group–there will be less mimicry (18, 19). Similarly, actors
are less inclined to alter their actions by an intimidating coactor’s
actions (20).
In our experiments, there is no obvious common affiliation

between the participants. The participants were strangers, and
their only interaction was in the context of the competitive game.
Recent studies however have shown mimicry of highly specific
actions in the context of competitive games (13, 14, 21). Our
results are similar to these studies in that they demonstrate a case
of autonomous mimicry when players have no affiliate goal and
mimicry is maladaptive. However, in the whac-a-mole game, as
opposed to rock–paper–scissors and matching pennies, the goal of
each player is to quickly and accurately hit targets on the screen
and counter action of specific actions of the opponent is not
necessary. Subjects do not need to adapt their reaction times and
move distances to their opponents. Despite this, mimicry persists.
What is being imitated? Is it related to the well-timed spe-

cific actions or something more general? It is conceivable that
a superior player, knowing his good chances, relaxes, either to
avoid humiliating his opponent or simply to economize effort.
Against this, the game was extremely fast, and there was no
easy way for players to know of their ongoing performance. In
addition, the dissociation of reaction time and move distance
in the last experiment shows that a general factor like moti-
vation is unlikely.
What about alertness or readiness to act? Recent studies have

shown that subjects adjust their motor readiness essentially au-
tonomously, according to the recent history of the task difficulty
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(22, 23). The mimicry of the reaction times seen here could be
a result of subjects influencing each other’s readiness in the
course of the game. However, readiness cannot explain all the
results. The lack of move distance modulation in the last ex-
periment suggests a possibly more direct motor copying that
requires visibility of the opponent’s action.
It is tempting to speculate about the implications of our study

with respect to the neural mechanisms that underpin imitation.
Some reviews claim that unintended behavioral imitation has its
roots in the mirror neuron system (e.g., refs. 3, 24, and 25). Our
data suggest that these neural networks and their dynamics are
more difficult to suppress than expected.
In sum, we think that there are many possible forms of au-

tonomous imitation, some directly related to copying precisely
timed actions, some related to the magnitude of actions, and
some related to the quickness to initiate action. All of these
forms of imitation could be of importance in everyday life.
Specifically, they should be considered in analyzing player’s
behaviors in competitive sports.

Methods
Participants. Twenty-five pairs of players (i.e., 50 players) participated in the
first whac-a-mole experiment, and two separate groups of 20 players par-
ticipated in the second and third experiments. The participants of the second
and third experiments played against a confederate. The confederate was
a trained whac-a-mole expert. All participants had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision, were naïve to the purpose of the experiment, and gave in-
formed written consent before the experiment. The experiments conformed
to the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by
the local ethics commission of Harvard University.

Stimuli. Because participants had varying body heights and therefore varying
view distances to the touch screen, we reported the size of the stimuli and
other distancemeasurements in centimeters rather than visual degrees. There
were six different target types in experiment 1 with varying luminances
and colors [green: 22.3 cd/m2, 0.186/0.760 (International Committee on Il-
lumination x/y color–space coordinates); yellow: 22.6 cd/m2, 0.340/0.545; red:
6.64 cd/m2, 0.621/0.322; magenta: 6.32 cd/m2, 0.314/0.131; blue: 5.49 cd/m2,
0.167/0.121; purple: 5.22 cd/m2, 0.213/0.135]. Depending on its color, a hit
target resulted in different types of rewards or punishments (Procedure).
Targets consisted of circles with a 1.8-cm diameter that were presented
for a fixed time of 1,250 ms on a black screen (1.0 cd/m2; 0.320/0.338). Tar-
gets appeared and disappeared gradually, “ramped” in and out on the screen
with a linear increase and decrease of luminance in the first and second half
(625 ms) of their presence, respectively. When a target was hit, it turned into
a two-sided square that indicated which of the players had actually hit the
target (there were many instances where both players reached for and hit the

same target). The half side of the square facing the player that had their score
altered received the color red, green, or white (29.7 cd/m2; 0.265/0.329) cor-
responding to a reward, punishment, or neutral target. A maximum of eight
targets could be presented on screen at once, and, on average, there were
∼five targets visible at any given moment.

Apparatus. Stimuli were generated on a desktop computer, using Matlab
(Mathworks) and the Psychophysics toolbox extension (26) and were rear-
projected on a flat 46 × 35 cm surface (Fig. 1). The surface screen contained
1,024 × 768 pixels with a 60-Hz refresh rate. Players used a wooden
chopstick (20 cm in length) to hit the targets; 3D xyz rod-tip positions were
recorded with an electromagnetic tracking system (Liberty, Polhemus) at
a rate of ∼120 Hz.

Procedure. Experiment 1. In the first experiment, participants played 30 whac-
a-mole games that each lasted 40 seconds. Players were shown targets on
a large screen that could be touched (hit). Players accumulated points by
hitting the correct targets before their opponents. Greater number of hits for
a game constituted a “win.” Players could win a game by achieving a higher
score than their opponent at the end of each game. Players received a re-
ward of 80 cents when they had won a game, 40 cents for a draw, and no
extra reward if lost. The players had earned an average of 12 dollars after
the experiment. To study effects of reward and punishment, targets could
either positively or negatively affect the score of the hitting player or their
opponent. When green or yellow targets were hit, players gained a point or
their opponent lost a point, respectively. Target properties were counter-
balanced across pairs of players, that is, green would have the same property
for one pair as yellow had for the other pair, and vice versa. Red and ma-
genta targets were the opposites of green and yellow targets, that is, hitting
them would remove a point from the player’s score or add a point to the
opponent’s score. Blue and purple targets were neutral and either added or
removed a point from both the opponent’s scores. In sum, players had to
only hit green and yellow targets to increase winning chances. Players were
informed about target properties before the experiment but were not ex-
plicitly told to hit only the green and yellow targets. Nonetheless, the correct
targets (i.e., green and yellow) were hit 95 ± 6% of all targets, indicating
that players understood the task. Yellow and green targets appeared 77 ± 1
times in total per game. Players were instructed to hold the chopstick like
a pen and not to talk during the games. They were instructed neither to
block their opponent nor to place the stick on the table and slide from
target to target without lifting the stick. Participants made repetitive
sequences of brief reach and subtract movements and there was minimal
physical contact between opponents. Feedback was given after each game
(i.e., score, game won/draw/lost, financial reward, and total earnings), and
players could take breaks between games.
Experiment 2. The second experiment was similar to experiment 1 in all aspects,
except for the number of games, financial rewards, and type of opponents. In
contrast to experiment 1, we did not dissociate between reward and pun-
ishment of opponents, and players could only affect their own score when
hitting a target. Green and yellow targets added a point to the player’s score,
red and magenta removed points, and blue and purple were neutral. Fur-
thermore, we motivated players to fight for each point by rewarding each
hit (1 cent per target instead of 80 cent per game; average amount won per
experiment: 6 ± 1 dollars for target hits plus 5 dollars for participation). The
percentage hit of rewarding targets (i.e., green and yellow) compared with
other target types was 99 ± 1%, indicating that players understood the task.
To dissociate between slow and fast opponents, players played against
a confederate that was instructed to adjust its behavior across blocks. The
confederate was instructed to act as a slow player in block 1 (games 1–4) and
block 3 (games 9–12) and act as a fast player in block 2 (games 5–8) and block
4 (games 13–16). The difference between slow and fast acts consisted of the
adjustment of reaction times and movement distances. Note that the con-
federate started to act as a slow player in the first block and became a fast
player in a subsequent block to give players the impression that the con-
federate was learning rather than explicitly manipulating his or her own
behavior. This prevented the players to become suspicious about the con-
federate’s changing performance and it was also the reason why we did not
choose to reverse the ABAB conditions into BABA conditions as a control.
Experiment 3. This experiment was similar to experiment 2 in all respects
except that the confederate’s movements were not visible to the players. The
confederate’s exact movements were recorded in 16 consecutive games
against a player in experiment 2 and served as behavioral material for the
player’s virtual opponent in experiment 3. We specifically chose data of only
one experimental run for which the confederate had strong modulation in
reaction time and move distance across blocks (Fig. 4). Note that players
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could still infer when and where their virtual opponent hit a target because
of the presented color cues after each hit (Stimuli). Players won an average
amount of 7 ± 1 dollar for target hits plus 5 dollars for participation.

Analysis. We restricted our analysis to only correct target hits (yellow and
green targets) because subjects rarely hit the targets that did not yield an
increase in their relative reward (Procedure). We further did not analyze the
late target hits in which the player reached the same target after their op-
ponent. Incorporating these late target hits in the analysis did not alter the
results qualitatively. In the analyses, we dissociated four separate measures:
target hit reaction times, the physical distance moved during reaching for
a target (move distance), and the amount of target (correct) and distracter
(mistake) hits. Reaction time was based on the time between stimulus onset
and target hit. This was further divided into initiation time from target onset
to reach onset and movement time from reach onset to target hit. Move
distance was based on the distance traveled in space from reach onset till
target hit. The reach onset was calculated by setting a movement speed
threshold of 35 cm/s. A player with a high average in move distances had
a large “hit territory” and was more likely to hit targets that were located
far away from the initial chop-stick position.

To assess the cost of mimicry in the second experiment, a linear regression
analysis was used to determine the effects of mimicry on hit rate. We esti-
mated the dependency of hit rate on actions in a linear regression equation
(reaction times: y = x*− 804:9+ 1143:4; move distance: y = x*24:6+ 522:9;
where x is the loss or gain in milliseconds or centimeters attributable to
mimicry, and y is the number of target hits). Next, we calculated the dif-
ference in reaction time or move distance between block 2 and 3 (reaction
time: 40.8 ± 23.2 ms; distance: 0.38 ± 0.38 cm) to measure the effects of
mimicry. This difference was used as the x input variable in the equations of

the linear regressions described above. The absolute drop in performance
attributable to mimicry was then the y output of the equation. The output
was divided by average reaction time or move distance to end up with
a percentage loss/gain attributable to mimicry. This analysis was performed
per player, and we reported the average and SD of the decreased per-
centage in performance attributable to mimicry across players in the results.
Note that the reported percentages are conservative because we did not
control for learning effects between block 2 and 3. In other words, the drop
in performance attributable to mimicry between blocks 2 and 3 would have
been worse when no learning occurred.

To see whether players slowed down and sped up depending on the slow
and fast confederate blocks in experiment 2, we looked for significant dif-
ferences between each block with two-tailed paired t tests (see asterisks in
Figs. 3 and 4 and Fig. S2B). One-tailed t tests were conducted for experiment
3 because we had clear predictions for the direction of the effects after
experiment 2. For experiment 1, the significance of reported correlations
between reaction times, move distances, and number of target hits were
two-tailed (Fig. 2 and Fig. S1). For experiments 2 and 3, the amount of
modulation in reaction time and move distance across blocks was an in-
dication of the degree of mimicry (Figs. 3 and 4). The amount of modulation
was determined through the calculation of the mean absolute difference in
reaction time or move distance across each consecutive block per player
(Fig. 5).
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